Flipped Class
Resources

Description

Link

History of the Flipped Classroom
The blog of Jonathan Bergmann who along with Aaron Sams
pioneered the Flipped Class Model of education

The Flipped Class Blog

Crystal Kirch is a math teacher in California. She is the current
educator of the year at her high school and she is always
striving for excellence in the #flipclass

Flipping with Kirch

Carolyn Durley is a Biology teacher in British Columbia. She
says this about herself “Fast talking, multitasking, Biology
teacher, who has fallen for technology in a big way. Come on,
let’s go!”

Through the Flipping Glass-The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Here, you will see the results of a survey conducted by Crystal
Kirch. Who is flipping? What subjects? What grade levels?
When they started? etc...

Who is Flipping out there?

A list of research articles, reports, books, articles etc...

Flip Teaching

Aaron Sams hopes to shed some light on some of the
confusion, critique, and hype of the flipped class.

There is no such thing as flipped class

“The Electric Educator” wants to share his tools for flipping the
class

10 Tools to Help you Flip Your Class

Brian Bennett teaches science. His slideshow presents an
overview of his methods and tools

The Flipped Classroom and Mastery Learning

Andy Schwen is a math teacher. In this link you will find a prezi
that presents an overview of the tools he uses (and shares) for
managing some of the learning that takes place in his
#flipclass.

Mr. Schwen's Learning and Management Tools

A YouTube video

A student's Take on the Flip class

A professional learning community for teachers using
screencasting in education.

Flipped Learning Network Ning

A TED Talk: Salman Khan talks about how and why he
created the remarkable Khan Academy, a carefully
structured series of educational videos offering
complete curricula in math and, now, other subjects.

Salman Khan

Online simulations that power inquiry and understanding

GIZMOS

Aaron Sams brilliantly summarizes our thoughts on “The Flip
Class”

Teaching for Tomorrow: Flipped Learning
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Teaching for Tomorrow: Flipped Learning

Technology Resources
Description

Link

Camtasia Screen Capture Software

TechSmith

Free Screencasting Tools

Reverse Instruction Tools and Techniques - Screencasting

LEARN Resources
Description

Link

Our own Audrey Mclaren McGoldrick blogs about her
“real-time journey” into Web 2.0

Flipping 101

A collection of articles, blogs, videos to get your feet wet on
"Flipping the Class”

Peggy Drolet's "Scoop-it" page

LEARN blog

QPAT presentation in Flip Class

Marc Andre Lalande from LEARN-RECIT prepared an
amusing video to explain “The Flip Class”

Flip Class

#flipclass
@PeggyONeillDr
@a_mcsquared
@Science_LEARN

